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A BOUTIQUE OF FINE HANDCRAFTED ARCHTOPS
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TWO VERY FINE DEALERS INDEED!
Given that FIBONACCI® GUITARS are hand
crafted instruments, finished to a very high
standard, it somehow seemed appropriate that
GUITAR VILLAGE in Farnham, Surrey, UK,
would be the first dealer in the World to stock
our guitars. 

Fibonacci guitars are unique, each guitar
standing as one of a kind. Likewise, GUITAR
VILLAGE, is a very unique dealer, offering a
plethora of well over 1,200 guitars, spread
through its 15 demo rooms, all housed in a
wonderful 15th century period building on Farn-
ham High St. Without doubt, GUITAR VILLAGE
is one of the finest guitar stores on the planet,
it contains a special kind of ‘homey ambiance’
making the guitarist feel comfortable, and ulti-
mately encouraging a more relaxed, no pressure, guitar demo. And while online sales are growing year by year, who
could not enjoy indulging in a road trip just to be surrounded with some truly unique guitars in a Grade II listed building?
Having played host to many high profile players coming through their door over the years, Guitar Village’s approach
would certainly seems to be working.

While GUITAR VILLAGE, in Farnham, offers a
wonderful guitar experience in unique surround-
ings, IVOR MAIRANTS in central London is the
second dealer in the World to stock our guitars.
This is a real privilege for us as they are certainly
considered to be one of the finest specialist Jazz
Dealers on the planet, and can boast a long his-
tory....

IVOR MAIRANTS, one of the world's most semi-
nally influential guitarists, opened his now world-
famous music centre in 1958, when his career as
a guitarist, musician, teacher, author and com-
poser was at its peak. IVOR MAIRANTS Musicen-

tre has gone on to be as famous as its creator, always offering an
outstanding selection of some of the most interesting and highest
quality instruments. Modern, bright, clean, comfortable air condi-
tioned showrooms, conveniently located just off Oxford St in central
London, IVOR MAIRANTS Musicentre is staffed with knowledge-
able and enthusiastic staff.

So with that said, it goes without saying that our reputation means
everything to us. Essentially our goal is for you to fully enjoy the
whole FIBONACCI® GUITAR experience. Enjoyment which not
only includes the quality, performance and exclusiveness of the in-
strument you are buying, but also the excellence of the customer
service you will receive from the finest Dealers only authorised to
sell our archtops. What you will receive when you purchase a FI-
BONACCI® GUITAR is a quality, completely and individually hand-
crafted instrument, hand finished to the highest standard.

You can find links to our Dealers at www.fibonacciguitars.com.

Guitar Village in Farnham, a wonderful guitar experience.

A Fibonacci Chiquita at Ivor M
airants in central London

A fine collection of Fibonacci Guitars at Guitar Village


